GDP Congratulates the THAAD/MDA Team on Successful Missile Defense Test

GDP is honored to be part of the successful testing of a Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) missile defense system against an air-launched intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM) over the Pacific Ocean between Hawaii and Alaska. This mission included equipment from GDP, such as the Best Source Selector. The Best Source Selector is used to capture and combine real-time data from multiple telemetry receivers to produce the most accurate data stream. Read more here.

Consolidation of GDP & Acroamatics Websites

We are excited to announce the consolidation of Acroamatics website into GDPSpace.com. This update will offer a one-stop resource with easy navigation across the complete line of telemetry products. Read more here.

Don't worry! The customer service you depend on is still available and now even more prepared to support you.

Tech Tips: Upgrade to H.265 Technology for Flight Test and Space Applications

Delta Digital Video's implementation of the advanced H.265/HEVC compression algorithm provides for high quality video transmission at various resolutions at half the bandwidth of H.264. H.265 video encoding for flight test and ISR missions allows for more channels to be transmitted over a given bandwidth, better quality video for constrained bandwidth applications, or lower bandwidth operation to extend the limits of ISR operation and reduce satellite cost and storage size requirements. Want to learn more? Contact us.
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Did You Know?
For over 9 years, we've delivered 100% on-time delivery and product quality to Lockheed Martin.

We're on LinkedIn!
Follow Ampex, GDP, and Delta Digital Video for the latest news.

TuffServ 480v2 Offers Increased Storage Capacity
The new TuffServ® 480v2 from Ampex is a P31 update to the model TS 480. It allows for increased performance and storage, along with modern processor choices. It functions as a rugged computer, file server, or recorder. Read more here.

Live Streaming the Great American Eclipse Event
Delta Digital Video's high performance encoder and decoder products will help to provide viewers around the world with live streamed video of NASA's Great American Eclipse Event on Monday, August 21st.

How Much do you Know about TMoIP?
The article Telemetry over Internet Protocol (TMoIP) - An Overview written by Gary Thom, President of Delta Information Systems, reviews experiences from the last decade of designing, installing, troubleshooting and optimizing telemetry data distribution over IP networks.
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